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Almost all processes—highly correlated, weakly correlated, or correlated not at all—exhibit sta-
tistical fluctuations. Often physical laws, such as the Second Law of Thermodynamics, address only
typical realizations—as highlighted by Shannon’s asymptotic equipartition property and as entailed
by taking the thermodynamic limit of an infinite number of degrees of freedom. Indeed, our inter-
pretations of the functioning of macroscopic thermodynamic cycles are so focused. Using a recently
derived Second Law for information processing, we show that different subsets of fluctuations lead to
distinct thermodynamic functioning in Maxwellian Demons. For example, while typical realizations
may operate as an engine—converting thermal fluctuations to useful work—even “nearby” fluctu-
ations (nontypical, but probable realizations) behave differently, as Landauer erasers—converting
available stored energy to dissipate stored information. One concludes that ascribing a single, unique
functional modality to a thermodynamic system, especially one on the nanoscale, is at best mislead-
ing, likely masking an array of simultaneous, parallel thermodynamic transformations. This alters
how we conceive of cellular processes, engineering design, and evolutionary adaptation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Arguably, Szilard’s Engine [1] is the simplest thermo-
dynamic device—a controller leverages knowledge of a
single molecule’s position to extract work from a single
thermal reservoir. As one of the few Maxwellian Demons
[2] that can be completely analyzed [3], it exposes the
balance between entropic costs dictated by the Second
Law and thermodynamic functionality during the oper-
ation of an information-gathering physical system. The
net work extracted exactly balances the entropic cost.
As Szilard emphasized: while his single-molecule engine
was not very functional, it was wholly consistent with
the Second Law, only episodically extracting useful work
from a thermal reservoir.
Presaging Shannon’s communication theory by two
decades, the major contribution was that Szilard recog-
nized the importance of the Demon’s information acquisi-
tion and storage in resolving Maxwell’s paradox [2]. The
Demon’s informational manipulations had an irreducible
entropic cost that balanced any gain in work. The role
of information in physics [4] has been actively debated
ever since, culminating in a recent spate of experimen-
tal tests of the physical limits of information processing
[5–12] and the realization that the degree of the con-
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trol system’s dynamical instability determines the rate
of converting thermal energy to work [3].
Hidden in this and often unstated, but obvious once re-
alized, Maxwellian Demons cannot operate unless there
are statistical fluctuations. Szilard’s Engine cleverly
uses and skirts this issue since it contains only a single
molecule whose behaviors, by definition, are nothing but
fluctuations. There is no large ensemble over which to
average. The information gleaned by the engine’s con-
trol system (Demon) is all about the “fluctuation” in
the molecule’s position. And, that information allows
the Demon to temporarily extract energy from a heat
reservoir. In the following, we ask how fluctuations are
implicated more generally in the functioning of thermo-
dynamic systems.
To head-off confusion, and anticipate a key theme,
note that “statistical fluctuation” above differs impor-
tantly from the sense used to describe variations in meso-
scopic quantities when controlling small-scale thermody-
namic systems. This latter sense is found in the recently-
famous fluctuation theorem for the probability of positive
and negative entropy production ∆S during macroscopic
thermodynamic manipulations [13–19]:
Pr(∆S)
Pr(−∆S) = e
∆S . (1)
In other words, negative entropy-production fluctuations
are exponentially rare but not impossible—a fact used
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2to great effect to determine thermodynamic properties of
biomolecules by manipulating them between macrostates
[20–23]. Critically for the future, Eq. (1) holds out the
tantalizing possibility of designing appropriately sophis-
ticated control systems to harvest energy from fortuitous
negative entropy-production fluctuations.
Both kinds of fluctuation are ubiquitous, often domi-
nating equilibrium finite-size systems and finite and in-
finite nonequilibrium steady-state systems. Differences
acknowledged, there are important connections between
statistical fluctuations in microstates observed in steady
state and fluctuations in thermodynamic variables en-
countered during general control: For one, they are
deeply implicated in expressed thermodynamic function.
Is a system operating as an engine—converting thermal
fluctuations to useful work—or as an eraser—depleting
energy reservoirs to reduce entropy—or not functioning
at all?
Here, we point out a critical fact about fluctuations:
they are “processed” by thermodynamic systems in dif-
ferent ways, all other aspects held fixed. Specifically,
we show that large-deviation theory and a new Second
Law allow us to reinterpret “fluctuations” information-
theoretically and so identify spontaneous variations in a
system’s thermodynamic functioning. We find that, in
one and the same system, different fluctuations can be
transformed thermodynamically in distinct, even contra-
dictory ways.
And this, in turn, suggests wholly new ways to take
advantage of “fluctuations” in both the senses just de-
scribed. It hints at alternative kinds of manipulation
of small-scale systems to positive benefit. We illustrate
the general idea of spontaneous variations in thermody-
namic function in an information ratchet [24], recently
introduced as an exactly solvable model of a functional
Maxwellian Demon [25] and as a simple model of a molec-
ular information catalyst [26]. At the end, in drawing out
the consequences, we outline how these results suggest a
broadened view of information and intrinsic computing
in biological systems.
II. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONING:
WHEN IS AN ENGINE A REFRIGERATOR?
Szilard’s Engine, as we noted, and ultimately
Maxwell’s Demon are not very functional: Proper energy
and entropy book-keeping during their operation shows
their net operation is consistent with the Second Law.
As much energy is dissipated by the Demon as it ex-
tracts from the heat bath [1]. There is no net benefit.
What about Demons that are functional?
Recently, Maxwellian Demons have been proposed to
explore plausible automated mechanisms that do use-
ful work by decreasing physical entropy at the expense
of positive change in a reservoir’s Shannon informa-
tion [24, 25, 27–32]. In particular, Boyd et al analyzed
the thermodynamics of a closely related class of memory-
ful information ratchets for which all correlations among
system components—ratchet state, input and output in-
formation reservoirs, and thermal reservoir—can be ex-
plicitly accounted [24].
This gave an exact, analytical treatment of the thermo-
dynamically relevant Shannon information change from
the input information reservoir (bit string with Shannon
entropy rate hµ) to an exhaust reservoir (bit string with
Shannon entropy rate h′µ). The result was a refined and
broadly applicable Second Law that properly accounts
for the intrinsic information processing reflected in the
accumulation of temporal correlations. On the one hand,
it gives an upper bound on the maximum average work
〈W 〉 extracted per cycle:
〈W 〉 ≤ kBT ln 2 (h′µ − hµ) , (2)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the envi-
ronment’s temperature. On the other hand, the new
Second Law bounds the energy needed to materially
drive computation—transforming input information to
the output information. That is, it lower bounds the
amount −〈W 〉 of input work required for a physical sys-
tem to support a given rate of intrinsic computation [33],
interpreted as producing a more ordered output—a re-
duction in reservoir Shannon entropy.
As such, it subsumes Landauer’s Principle [34, 35]:
erasing a bit of information irreversibly costs −〈W 〉diss =
kBT ln 2 in dissipated energy: The ratchet’s input
has hµ = 1 bit/cycle and its output output, h
′
µ =
0 bits/cycle. Importantly, though, it goes substan-
tially beyond Landauer’s Principle, bounding the ther-
modynamic costs of general information processing
transformations—that is, of any computational process.
Critical to our purposes, though, and a consequence of
the exact analysis, Eq. (2)’s information-processing Sec-
ond Law allows one to identify the Demon’s thermody-
namic functioning. Depending on system parameters. It
acts as an Engine, an Eraser, or a Dud ; see Table I [24].
To be explicit, the total work supplied by the ratchet
and an input bit from a coin of bias b is [24]:
〈W 〉 = kBT
2
[(pb− q + qb) ln
(
q
p
)
+ (1− b)q ln(1− q) + pb ln(1− p)] . (3)
Here, p and q are parameters controlling the ratchet’s
detailed-balance thermodynamics and, ultimately, its
3Function
Feature
Operation Net
Work
Net
Computation
Engine Extracts energy from the thermal reservoir, converts it
into work by randomizing input information
〈W 〉 > 0 h′µ − hµ > 0
Eraser Uses external input of work to remove input
information
〈W 〉 < 0 h′µ − hµ < 0
Dud Uses (wastes) stored work energy to randomize output 〈W 〉 < 0 h′µ − hµ > 0
TABLE I. Information ratchet thermodynamic function as determined by Eq. (2), the informational Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics.
C0 : b 1 : 1− b
(a) Input Information Reservoir
A B
0|0:1
0|1:q
1|1:(1− q)
0|0:(1− p)
1|0:p
1|1:1
(b) Input-Output Transducer
C⊗A C⊗B
0 :b + q(1−b)
1:(1− q )(1− b)
0:(1− p)b
1:1− (1− p)b
(c) Output Information Reservoir
FIG. 1. (a) Hidden Markov model that generates a biased
coin input string xtxt+1 . . . with bias Pr(X = 0) = b. Edge
labels x : p indicate a state-to-state transition of probability
p that emits symbol x. (b) The information ratchet’s trans-
ducer. Transducer edge labels x|x′ : p indicate a state-to-state
transition of probability p taken on reading input symbol x
that emits symbol x′. (c) The HMM that results from the
transducer (b) operating on the input (a). The HMM de-
scribes the output string x0 . . . xt−1 generated by the ratchet
driven by a coin with bias b. (Reprinted from Ref. [24] with
permission.)
functioning. The explicit role of the parameters is given
in Figures 1(a)-(c) which depict the (unifilar) hidden
Markov models (HMMs) for the input process, ratchet
transducer, and output process, respectively. In fact,
these models are -machines of the input and output
processes and the -transducer of the controller. Let’s
quickly review how these process models are defined [36].
Definition 1. A process P’s -machine M(P) is the tu-
ple
{S, {T (x) : x ∈ A}, 〈η0|}, where S is P’s minimal
set of predictively optimal states or causal states, T (x)
are the state-to-state transition matrices, A is the alpha-
bet of generated symbols, and 〈η0| is the initial probability
distribution over the causal states.
-Transducers are defined similarly, except their causal
states capture how the output process is conditioned on
the input process [37].
-Machines are unifilar: There is at most one transition
labeled with a given symbol leaving a state. A seemingly
innocent syntactical property, unifilarity is key to directly
calculating P’s entropy rate hµ from its -machine rep-
resentation M , as the causal-state averaged transition
uncertainty:
hµ(M)=−
∑
σ∈S
Pr(σ)
∑
σ′∈S
x∈A
Pr(σ′, x|σ) log2 Pr(σ′, x|σ), (4)
where Pr(σ) is the asymptotic state probability calcu-
lated from the internal-state Markov chain transition ma-
trix and Pr(σ′, x|σ) is the symbol-labeled transition prob-
ability T
(x)
σ′,σ. Due our representing the ratchet’s input
and output processes with their -machines, unifilarity
allows us to exactly calculate their entropy rates, hµ and
h′µ, respectively:
hµ = H(b)
≡ −b log2 b− (1− b) log2(1− b) (5)
h′µ =
H(b(1− p))
2
+
H((1− b)(1− q))
2
, (6)
where H(b) is the (base 2) binary entropy function [38].
Equations (3), (5), and (6) explicitly give the work
done 〈W 〉 and information change h′µ−hµ from input to
output as a function of input process bias (b) and ratchet
thermal dynamics (p and q). Thus, in light of Eq. (2)
and Table I, we can exactly determine the ratchet’s ther-
modynamic function over all of the ratchet’s parameter
range; see Ref. [24, Figs. 7 and 8].
Or, so it would seem. Let’s explore what happens when
there are statistical fluctuations. Imagine that the infor-
mation ratchet is implemented in a physical substrate
with a finite number of degrees of freedom, so that fluc-
4tuations are present.
III. FLUCTUATIONS IN STEADY STATE
Let’s first consider the ratchet’s input information
reservoir, by way of introducing our general view of sta-
tistical fluctuations. Once input fluctuations are under-
stood, we apply the analysis to describe its effect on
ratchet functionality.
Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theory tells us that with
probability close to one sequences x0:` = x0 . . . x`−1 gen-
erated by a stochastic process of entropy rate hµ consist
of realizations whose probabilities scale with length ` as
Pr(x0:`) ' 2−hµ` [39]. Said most simply, almost all se-
quences are almost equally probable. These sequences
are in the so-called typical set :
A` = {w ∈ A` : 2−`(hµ+) ≤ Pr(w) ≤ 2−`(hµ−)} , (7)
where A` is the set of length-` words. It can be shown
that, for a given  1 and sufficiently large `:
Pr(w ∈ A`) ≥ 1−  . (8)
In other words, the probability of seeing sequences in this
set is close to one. This gives a precise and operational
definition to what one means by “typical” behavior. In
addition, as a consequence of Eqs. (7) and (8), the typical
set has approximately 2`hµ sequences:
∣∣A`∣∣ ' 2hµ`. This
suggests two meanings for hµ: the decay rate of prob-
ability for words w ∈ A` and the growth rate of their
number.
That said, stochastic processes do generate sequences
outside their typical set. A 60%-40% biased coin for
a large but finite number of flips typically produces se-
quences with near 60% Heads and 40% Tails. More pre-
cisely, for ` = 1000 flips and  = 0.01 the typical set in-
cludes sequences having between 58.2% and 61.7% Heads
in them. (See App. C for the details of such estimates.)
By increasing the number of flips the percentage of ob-
served Heads converges to 60%.
At the same time, though, the process can and does
generate sequences with 55% Heads and 45% Tails. The
occurrence of such atypical sequences are statistical fluc-
tuations—any statistic calculated from them, such as a
mean, will fluctuate from trial to trial or even, when lo-
cally averaged, within a single long realization. Impor-
tantly, the likelihood of these fluctuations is enhanced
when examining relatively short-length realizations. (We
return to this in drawing out the ultimate consequences.)
A key question, in light of these observations, is what
is the range of fluctuations for a given process? More-
over, how are fluctuations affected by the input process’
structure and memory? By way of answering these ques-
tions and going beyond Shannon’s elementary theory for
memoryless processes [40] and McMillan and Breiman’s
focus on typical behaviors of memoryful process [41, 42],
Refs. [43, 44] show how to calculate the entire spec-
trum of statistical fluctuations for structured processes
via their -machines. We recall only the minimal neces-
sary methods from there, but note that they are familiar
and widely used, being central to statistical mechanics,
large deviation theory in mathematical statistics [45, 46],
and the thermodynamic formalism in dynamical systems
theory [47, 48].
To probe fluctuations in the informational and statis-
tical properties of the input process P, we could simply
sample its behavior. However, we are particularly in-
terested in behaviors outside the typical set. And, by
Cramer’s theorem [49], the sequence subsets of interest
are exponentially rare. That is, while we could use M(P)
to generate long realizations and simply wait to see all
of P’s statistical fluctuations, this takes an exponentially
long time or an exponentially large number of trials. To
circumvent this, we modify the process’ -machine pre-
sentation M(P). Let’s say that we are interested in a
particular set of words outside of the typical set; let’s call
this the β-set. Instead of using M(P), as an alternative
strategy we transform M to a new -machine Mβ that
generates a new process whose set of typical sequences is
the specific fluctuation subset of interest—the β-set—in
the original process.
Thus, we consider the parameter β as indexing P’s
fluctuation subsets (β-sets)—sequences that all share the
same asymptotic decay rate in their probabilities; recall
Eq. (7). At fixed β, Mβ itself generates a new process
Pβ . As a side benefit, since Mβ is an -machine we can
appeal to a number of tools to efficiently calculate various
informational properties directly [50]. The final step is to
simply note that Mβ ’s information properties are those of
the fluctuation β-set in the original process P. Let’s now
describe this procedure in the operational detail needed
to explore fluctuations in thermodynamic function.
To study the fluctuation subsets—the β-sets—we con-
sider the set A` of all sequences of length `. The
typical set is the subset of words w ∈ A` for which
− log2 Pr(w)
` ≈ hµ. This suggests partitioning the set A`
itself into small fluctuation β-sets that we can then study
individually. To implement this, to each sequence w ∈ A`
one associates an energy density :
U `w =
− log2 Pr(w)
`
, (9)
mirroring the common Boltzmann weight in statistical
physics: Pr(w) ∝ e−U`w` [51]. In our setting of structured
processes, there can be forbidden sequences w for which
5Pr(w) = 0—those with infinite energy.
Naturally, different sequences w and v may lead to the
same energy density, U `w = U
`
v . Realizing this, we use def-
inition Eq. (9) to partition A` into fluctuation subsets
consisting of sequences with the same energy U . Energy
in this statistical setting is merely a proxy for parametriz-
ing classes of equal-probability-scaling sequences. In the
limit of `→∞ we effectively partitionA∞ into a continu-
ous family of subsets, each with a label U . The sequences
in each subset all share the same decay rate. Recall that
we defined a β−set in a similar manner: All the words
in one of those partitions have the same decay rate, too.
In fact, U and β are simply different ways to index the
same family of partitions.
In the set of allowed energies U ` =
{
U `w : w ∈ A`
}
en-
ergy values may appear repeatedly. Denote the count
|{U `w = U : U `w ∈ U `}| of length-` sequences w with
equal energy U by N(U `w = U). The associated sequence
set is the process’ thermodynamic macrostate at energy
U and we define its entropy density :
S(U) = lim
`→∞
log2N(U
`
w = U)
`
(10)
to monitor the range and likelihood of allowed sequences
(or accessible energies). This definition closely mirrors
that in statistical physics, where a macrostate’s thermo-
dynamic entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the
number of accessible microstates.
Appendix A shows that S(U) is a well behaved concave
function of U . From Eqs. (7) and (9), we see that the
typical set is that subset in A∞’s U -parametrized parti-
tion with entropy density S(U) = hµ. Let’s pursue this
a bit further. Recall the two interpretations for entropy
rate hµ. The first was as the decay rate of typical-set
sequence probabilities. And, for an arbitrary fluctuation
subset the decay rate was interpreted as the energy den-
sity U . The second interpretation was that hµ was the
growth rate of the number of sequences in the typical set.
And, for an arbitrary fluctuation subset the growth rate
was the entropy density S(U). This comparison gives
an alternative definition of the typical set: the only se-
quence subset for which the decay rate and growth rate
are equal. For all the other fluctuation sets S(U) < U
and so they are rare, exponentially so.
To calculate a process’ spectrum of fluctuations—how
S (Eq. (10)) depends on U (Eq. (9)) for the sequences
outside P’s typical set—we transform its -machine M to
a new “twisted” -machine Mβ whose typical set is P’s
fluctuation subset at β [43, 44]. (Appendix A reviews
the detailed construction of Mβ .) Moreover, there is a
one-to-one mapping between β and U . This means that
there is a well defined, invertible function U(β). And so,
varying β between negative infinity and positive infinity
sweeps over all the fluctuation subsets.
Operationally, using Mβ gives a direct way to calculate
the thermodynamic entropy density and energy density
as a function of β:
S(U(β)) = hµ(Mβ) , (11)
U(β) =
1
β
(hµ(Mβ)− log λ̂β) , (12)
where λ̂β is Mβ ’s transition matrix’s maximal eigenvalue.
And, using the -machine entropy rate expression in Eq.
(4) gives a similarly direct way to calculate the thermo-
dynamic entropy density. All in all, using P’s -machine
leads to explicit expressions for the fluctuation spectrum
of the process it generates: the range of fluctuations (en-
ergies U(β)) and the “sizes” S(U) of its fluctuation sub-
sets.
While this exposition on fluctuations may seem indi-
rect, there is a rather simple and geometric description
of the basic shape and properties of the fluctuation spec-
trum S(U). First, at a given energy, β is the slope of
S(U): β = ∂S(U)/∂U . (Appendix A gives the proof.)
Second, a process’ typical set occurs at the U such that
β = 1. Third, a process’ most likely sequences occur at
the extreme of β → ∞. Since probability is associated
with energy, we think of these sequences as a process’
ground states. That is, the lowest energy sequences are
the most probable. Fourth, for an ergodic, finite-memory
process S(U) is a well behaved, convex function of U .
Fifth, and finally, the latter implies that there is also a
set of least probable or “high energy” sequences, found
at β → −∞. And so, β can be negative, indicating the
statistical analog of the physics of population inversion.
We now turn to illustrate these properties and their con-
sequences for thermodynamic functioning.
IV. FUNCTIONAL FLUCTUATIONS
We are ready to bring together our identification of
thermodynamic functionality in Sec. II, which ultimately
derived from Eq. (2)’s Second Law for information pro-
cessing, with Eqs. (11)’s and (12)’s analysis of statistical
fluctuations in Sec. III. With the connection made, we
then go on to calculate the likelihood of functional fluc-
tuations.
A. Setting
Recall the ratchet introduced in Sec. II, but with its
Markov dynamic parameters p = 0.2 and q = 0.6 and
6with an input reservoir generating independent and iden-
tically distributed (IID) symbol sequences of bias b = 0.9.
If we operate the input reservoir for a sufficiently long
time, with high probability we observe a sequence that
has nearly 90% 0s in it. Using Eqs. (3), (5), and (6) we see
positive work 〈W 〉 > 0 and positive entropy production
h′µ − hµ > 0, describing the ratchet’s transforming the
input process’ typical sequences to the output process.
Then, by Table I, the ratchet typically operates as an
engine. The work 〈W 〉, too, is function of input-process
typical set and the ratchet parameters.
As we emphasized earlier, it is not always the case
that the input reservoir generates ideal typical sequences.
It also generates sequences outside the typical set. For
example, given the parameters quoted, it can generate
long sequences with 70% 0s. Let’s consider the case
where a long atypical sequence w is generated for which
− log2 Pr(w)
` = U , but U 6= hµ. What is the functionality
of ratchet in this case?
The key here is to find an alternate process that typi-
cally generates sequences with energy density U and then
analyze the ratchet’s response to them. As noted above,
for every fluctuation subset with energy density U there is
a unique β such that the new process’ Mβ generates this
fluctuation subset typically. Using Eqs. (10) and (11),
the entropy rate hµ of the new process is S(U). With
this method we can directly calculate hµ, h
′
µ, and 〈W 〉
for Mβ and, consequently, for the particular fluctuation
subset at U . Putting these quantities together, we then
identify the ratchet’s functionality via Table I.
To keep distinct properties distinct and so reduce con-
fusion, we must emphasize a point about notation and
interpretation. The previous section introduced a pa-
rameter β for a given process. Despite its mathematical
similarity to the inverse temperature in statistical me-
chanics and historical reasons for using that notation,
for ease of understanding β should be thought of sim-
ply as a index of various fluctuation subsets generated
by the given process. (Technically, we can do this since
U indexes the fluctuation subsets and U(β) is monotonic
in β.) Equally important, the input process parameter
β and the output β′ parameter are conceptually distinct
from the temperature T of the ratchet’s thermal reser-
voir; e.g., as used in Eqs. (2) and (3). In short, at this
point in our analysis, none of these three variables should
be conflated notationally nor physically.
B. Input, Ratchet, and Work Ratchet Fluctuations
The first step is to determine the fluctuation spec-
trum for the input process and then the spectrum of the
ratchet’s response. Recall that we are considering the be-
1 2 3
Uin
0.5 0.5
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5
1.0 1.0
S
,
h
′ µ
Uminin U
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[bits/symbol]
[b
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m
b
o
l]
〈 W〉
[k
B
T
]
Input Typical Set
Sin(Uin) h
′
µ(Uin)
〈
W
〉
(Uin)
FIG. 2. Fluctuation spectra under a thermodynamic trans-
formation implemented by Ref. [24]’s information ratchet
with parameters p = 0.2 and q = 0.6 driven by an IID in-
put source with bias b = 0.9: Input process Shannon entropy
rate hµ = Sin versus fluctuation-subset label (energy) Uin (al-
ternating dashed line), resulting output process’ h′µ versus
Uin (dashed line), and the average work 〈W 〉 versus Uin (solid
line).
havior of Ref. [24]’s information ratchet, but now as we
sweep β we control which subsets outside the typical set
we focus on and consequently which fluctuation subset
we analyze. For the analysis, recall that the input and
output processes are specified by the unifilar HMMs in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), respectively.
As β sweeps from −∞ to ∞, by using the new
-machine Mβ we can analyze all of the fluctuation
subsets generated by the input process. A result of
the method in App. A, Mβ is the same as the
-machine in Fig. 1(a), except that we change b to
b̂ = bβ/
(
bβ + (1− b)β). The input process’ thermody-
namic entropy density Sin(Uin) and energy density Uin
are calculated from Eqs. (11) and (12). Then, feeding
the new process to the ratchet, 〈W 〉 can be calculated
from Eq. (3), again by changing b to b̂. We denote this
work quantity 〈W 〉(Uin). By feeding the new input pro-
cess to the ratchet the output process’ -machine is the
same as the -machine in Fig. 1(c) but we again change
b to b̂. The entropy rate of this output process is de-
noted by h′µ(Uin). To predict the thermodynamic effect
of feeding in the fluctuation subset with energy density
Uin instead of feeding it with a typical sequence, we sub-
stitute Sin(Uin), h
′
µ(Uin), and 〈W 〉(Uin) for hµ, h′µ, and
〈W 〉, respectively, in the informational Second Law Eq.
(2).
Figure 2 puts these altogether, showing the input pro-
cess’ fluctuation spectrum Sin(Uin), the output process’
7spectrum h′µ(Uin), and the dissipated work 〈W 〉 versus
fluctuation energy density Uin. There are several obser-
vations to make first, before we associate thermodynamic
function.
First, let’s locate the input typical set. It occurs at
a U such that the slope β = 1 on Sin(Uin). The figure
identifies it with vertical line, so labeled.
Second, the input process’ ground states occur as
β → ∞. As a consequence of Eq. (9) the ground state
at Uminin corresponds to the sequence with the highest
probability. In this case this is the all-0s sequence and
consequently Uminin = − log2(b) ' 0.152. The other ex-
treme is at Umaxin , corresponding to the lowest probability,
allowed sequence. In this case it is the all-1s sequence.
Consequently, Umaxin = − log2(1 − b) ' 3.32. Visualized
as slopes on Sin respectively, these extremes occur at the
very left and very right portion of the curves, respectively.
Note that there is only a single sequence associated with
Umaxin and only one with U
min
in . By using Eq. (10) we have
Sin(U
max
in ) = Sin(U
min
in ) = 0, as seen in the figure.
Third, note that the input fluctuation spectrum
Sin(Uin) is rather familiar. The parametrized represen-
tation of the function Sin(Uin) in terms of β is the well
known fluctuation spectrum of a biased coin. (See App.
E.)
Fourth, the spectrum of output entropy rates h′µ(Uin)
ranges from Uminin to U
max
in , but does not vanish at these
extremes. This indicates stochasticity in the output pro-
cess that is added by the ratchet itself to the zero entropy-
rate input sequences there. More on the functional con-
sequences, shortly.
Fifth and finally, to complete the task, we must deter-
mine the average work 〈W 〉 as a function of energy Uin.
From the figure, we see that the dissipated work 〈W 〉 is
linear in the energy density Uin. (Appendix E derives
this.)
C. A Spectrum of Thermodynamic Function
So much for statistical fluctuations in the operation
of the system’s components individually. What does
the informational Second Law tell us about the range of
thermodynamic functioning—Engine, Eraser, or Dud—
the ratchet performs when exhibiting these fluctuations?
With the detailed analysis of the input and output pro-
cess fluctuation spectra and their associated energies, we
are ready to invoke the informational Second Law to de-
termine the ratchet’s effective thermodynamic function
for various fluctuations.
Figure 3 summarizes this functional identification, us-
ing the trade-offs between input-output process entropy
change and dissipated work 〈W 〉 specified by Eq. (2)
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FIG. 3. Fluctuations in thermodynamic functioning: Using
the new Second Law of information processing and Table I
to identify how different fluctuation subsets operate within
the information ratchet as a function of subset label β ∝
e−U . Engine: h′µ(Uin) − Sin(Uin) > 0 and 〈W 〉 > 0; Eraser:
h′µ(Uin) − Sin(Uin) < 0 and 〈W 〉 < 0; and Dud: otherwise.
Note that the range of the horizontal axis extends only over
the range of Uin, since that is all that can be accessed by input
fluctuations; cf. Fig. 2.
and the thermodynamic functioning identified in Table I
to label the various functional regimes parametrized by
Uin. These fall into four regimes, from left to right, in-
creasing Uin, the ratchet operates as an engine (green),
a dud (yellow), an eraser (red), and then again as a dud
(yellow).
To better understand how the ratchet operates ther-
modynamically, consider the ground state of the input
process; which as just noted has only a single member,
the all-0 sequence with zero entropy rate S(Uminin ) = 0. If
we feed this sequence into the ratchet, the ratchet adds
stochasticity which appears in the output sequence. The
first 0 fed to the ratchet leads to a 0 on the output. For
the next 0 fed-in, with probability p the ratchet outputs 1
and with probability 1−p it outputs 0. The entropy rate
of output sequence then is h′µ(U
min
in ) =
1
2H(p) ' 0.36.
(See also the left end of h′µ in Fig. 2.)
To generate this sequence we simply use the -machine
in Fig. 1 with b = 1. With this biased process as input,
using Eq. (3) we find 〈W 〉(Uminin ) ' 0.0875 > 0. Ta-
ble I then tells us that if we feed the ground state of
the input process to the ratchet, it functions as an en-
gine. At the other extreme Umaxin , the only fluctuation
subset member is the all-1s sequence with S(Umaxin ) = 0.
Again, the ratchet adds stochasticity and the output has
h′µ(U
max
in ) =
1
2H(q) ' 0.485. (See also the right end of
h′µ in Fig. 2.) To generate this input sequence we simply
use the -machine in Fig. 1 with b = 0. With this process
8as an input, we use Eq. (3) again and find negative work
〈W 〉(Umaxin ) ' −0.6. Table I now tells us that feeding
in this extreme sequence (input fluctuation) the ratchet
functions as a dud.
We conclude that the ratchet’s thermodynamic func-
tioning depends substantially on fluctuations and so will
itself fluctuate over time. The Engine functionality oc-
curs only at relatively low input fluctuation energies, seen
on Fig. 2’s left side, and encompasses the typical set, as
a consequence of our design. Rather nearby the Engine
regime, though, is a narrow one of no functioning at all—
a Dud. In fact, though the ratchet was designed as an
Engine, we see that over most of the fluctuations, with
the given parameter setting the ratchet operates as an
Eraser.
Finally, App. D shows that the maximum work, over
all fluctuation subsets—all β or all allowed Us—is inde-
pendent of the input process bias. This is perhaps puz-
zling as bias clearly controls the ratchet’s thermodynamic
behavior. Thus, assuming an IID input, the maximum
work is a property of the ratchet itself and not the input,
playing a role rather analogous to how Shannon’s channel
capacity is a channel property.
D. Probable Functional Fluctuations
How probable are fluctuations in thermodynamic func-
tion? The answer, at first sight, is not entirely obvious,
given that we are asking a question about deviations from
the typical set and so are asking about the likelihood of
a property of rare realizations. Indeed, statistical vari-
ations in this or that property might not be practically
observable at all. We now show that the functional fluc-
tuations are, in fact, quite observable even at relatively
long word lengths, such as ` = 100.
To answer this we first need to address how likely we
are to observe a fluctuation. The large-deviation rate
function I(U) provides the answer as it gives the prob-
ability of the subset of sequences with the same energy
U . The Gartner-Ellis theorem [45, 46, 52] says that the
probability of a sequence occurring in a fluctuation set
with energy density U is determined by:
I(U) = lim
`→∞
− log2 Pr(U
`)
`
.
That is, the subset probability scales exponentially:
Pr(U ` = U) = exp(−I(U)`) + O(`), where O(·) decays
faster than any exponential.
Importantly, we can directly determine the large-
deviation rate function I(U) as it is directly related to
the fluctuation spectrum S(U) just derived in Eqs. (12)
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FIG. 4. Decay rate of probability of fluctuations in thermody-
namic functioning: Large-deviation rate function I(Uin) (solid
black line) and the probability Pr(u100) of fluctuation subsets
for length ` = 100 input realizations (dotted blue line).
and (11) [44]:
I(U) = U − S(U) . (13)
To understand this a bit more, let’s compare to
S(U(β)). For large `, as noted above, β = 1 indicates
the typical set, its sequences’ probabilities decay at the
entropy rate hµ and the probability of observing a real-
ization in the typical set converges to 1. Thus, I(U) = 0
there and S(U) = U . For other fluctuation sets with
energy density U , we expect the probability of the fluc-
tuation subset at U to vanish with increasing length `
and I(U) indicates exactly how fast this decay is.
So, now we can ask how likely the ratchet is to fluctu-
ate between its possible thermodynamic modalities. This
is determined from the large deviation rate function I(U)
of Eq. (13), which Fig. 4 plots as a function of Uin. As the
figure shows, when realizations from the typical set are
fed in, the ratchet functions as an Engine. Also, this sub-
set happens with zero large deviation rate. At the limit
of infinite length the probability of the typical set goes to
one and the probability of fluctuation subsets vanishes.
The ratchet operates as an engine over long times with
probability one. In reality, though, we only work with fi-
nite length sequences. And so, the operant question here
is, are these functional fluctuations observable at finite
lengths? As we alluded to much earlier, short sequences
enhance their observation.
Consider the input process in Fig. 1(a) and assume
the input’s realization length is ` = 100. For this case
9we have 2100 distinct input sequences that are parti-
tioned into 101 fluctuation subsets with different energy
densities—subsets of sequences with n 0s and 100− n 1s
for n = 0, 1, . . . , 100. Let’s calculate the probability of
each of these fluctuations subsets occurring. The proba-
bility of each versus its energy is shown in Fig. 4 as the
blue dotted line. To distinguish it from the energy den-
sity of fluctuation subsets at infinite length we label the
energy density of each of these sets with u100, the index
100 reminds us that we are examining input sequences of
length ` = 100. There are 101 blue points on the figure,
each representing one of the fluctuation subsets. From
101 fluctuation subsets, if we fed 13 of them (the first 13
blue points in the left of the figure) to the ratchet, the
ratchet functions as an Engine. This means for the other
87 fluctuation subsets the ratchet functions as a Dud or
Eraser. By calculating the probabilities we see by feeding
an input sequence with length 100, with approximately
80% probability the ratchet functions as an Engine, with
approximately 17.8% probability it functions as a Dud,
and with 2.2% probability functions as an Eraser.
V. CONCLUSION
We synthesized statistical fluctuations—as entailed
in Shannon’s Asymptotic Equipartition Property [38]
and large deviation theory [45, 46, 52]—and functional
thermodynamics—as determined using the new informa-
tional Second Law [24]—to predict spontaneous varia-
tions in thermodynamic functioning. In short, there is
simultaneous, inherently parallel, thermodynamic pro-
cessing that is functionally distinct and possibly in com-
petition. This strongly suggests that, even when in a
nonequilibrium steady state, a single nanoscale device or
biomolecule can be both an engine and an eraser. And,
we showed that these functional fluctuations need not
be rare. The conclusion is that functional fluctuations
should be readily observable and the prediction experi-
mentally testable.
A main point motivating this effort was to call into
question the widespread habit of ascribing a single func-
tionality to a given system and, once that veil has lifted,
to appreciate the broad consequences. To drive them
home, since biomolecular systems are rather like the in-
formation ratchet here, they should exhibit, measurably
different thermodynamic functions as they behave. If
this prediction holds, then the biological world is vastly
richer than we thought and it will demand of us a greatly
refined vocabulary and greatly improved theoretical and
experimental tools to adequately probe and analyze this
new modality of parallel functioning.
That said, thoroughness forces us to return to our ear-
lier caveat (Sec. IV) concerning not conflating various
“temperatures”. If we give the input information reser-
voir and the output information reservoir physical im-
plementations, then the fluctuation indices Uin and Uout
take on thermal physical meaning and so can be related
to the ratchet’s thermodynamic temperature T . Doing
so, however, would take us too far afield here, but it will
be necessary for a complete understanding.
Equally important, the theoretical scaffolding used
above in the service of illustrating parallel thermody-
namic functioning invokes a number of simplifications.
Perhaps the main one is the use of time-asymptotic quan-
tities, such as the Shannon entropy rate and large de-
viation rate function. A proper analysis requires care-
fully working in the finite-time, finite-length sequence
regime—the very regime that enhances statistical fluc-
tuations. This task is markedly more challenging and
will be attempted elsewhere. However, the central goal
has been to explicate the main ideas and these are robust
to the simplifications employed. Moreover, we drove the
ratchet with atypical input sequences, assuming that the
ratchet responded typically. However, in addition, we
could have explored the ratchet’s atypical behavior in re-
sponse to input typical sequences. Or both: analyze the
atypical transduction of atypical inputs.
Similarly looking forward, there are sister challenges.
First, note that technically speaking we introduced a
fluctuation theory for memoryful stochastic transducers,
but by way of the example of Ref. [24]’s information
ratchet. A thoroughgoing development must be carried
out in much more generality using the tools of Refs. [37],
[44], and [53], if we are to fully understand the function-
ality of thermodynamic processes that transform inputs
to outputs, environmental stimulus to environmental ac-
tion.
Second, the role of Jarzynski-Crooks theory for fluctu-
ations in thermodynamic observables needs to be made
explicit and directly related to statistical fluctuations, in
the sense emphasized here. One reason is that their the-
ory bears directly on controlling thermodynamic systems
and the resulting macroscopic fluctuations. To draw the
parallel more closely, we could drive the ratchet parame-
ters p and q and input bias b between different functional
regimes and monitor the entropy production fluctuations
to test how the theory fares for memoryful processes. In
any case, efficacy in control will also be modulated by
statistical fluctuations.
Not surprisingly, there is much to do. Let’s turn to
a larger motivation and perhaps larger consequences to
motivate future efforts.
As just noted, fluctuations are key to nanoscale physics
and molecular biology. We showed that fluctuations
are deeply implicated both in identifying thermodynamic
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function and in the very operation of small-scale systems.
In fact, fluctuations are critical to life—its proper and ro-
bust functioning. The perspective arising from parallel
thermodynamic function is that, rather than fluctuations
standing in contradiction to life processes, potentially
corrupting them, there may be a positive role for fluc-
tuations and parallel thermodynamic functioning. Once
that is acknowledged it is a short step to realize that bi-
ological evolution [54] may have already harnessed them
to good thermodynamic effect. Manifestations are clearly
worth looking for.
It now seems highly likely that fluctuations engender
more than mere health and homeostasis. It is a com-
monplace that biological evolution is nothing, if not op-
portunistic. If so, then it would evolve cellular biological
thermodynamic processes that actively leverage fluctua-
tions. Mirroring Maxwell’s Demon’s need for fluctuations
to operate, biological evolution itself advances only when
there are fluctuations. For example, biomolecular muta-
tion processes engender a distribution of phenotypes and
fitnesses; fodder for driving selection and so evolutionary
innovation. This, then, is Darwin’s Demon—a mecha-
nism that ratchets in favorable fluctuations for positive
thermodynamic and then positive survival benefit. The
generality of results and methods here give new insight
into thermodynamic functioning in the presence of fluc-
tuations that should apply at many different scales of life,
including its emergence and evolution.
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Appendix A: Process Fluctuations from the Twisted
-Machine
A process’ fluctuation spectrum is calculated from
its twisted -machine. Introducing the latter requires
briefly recalling several important and relevant concepts.
Though the following closely tracks Refs. [43, 44], the
synopsis here is relatively self contained as far as basic
calculations are concerned.
The Shannon block entropy is a linear average of the
sequence self-informations − log2 Pr(w). The closely re-
lated Renyi block entropy is the most general entropy
that is both additive over independent distributions (ex-
tensive) and a geometric average [55]:
Hβ(`) = Hβ [X0:`]
=
1
1− β log2
∑
{w∈A`}
(Pr(w))β , (A1)
where β is an arbitrary real number that allows us to “fo-
cus” on sequence subsets parametrized by probability—
or, equivalently, by energy Uw = − log Pr(w). We see
that β is analogous to inverse temperature and we can in-
terpret the sum
∑
{w∈A`}(Pr(w))
β as the partition func-
tion:
Z`(β) =
∑
{w∈A`}
e−β(− ln Pr(w)) . (A2)
Now, we are ready to define a process’ twisted
-machine, which is determined from the process’
-machine. It is the analog of the escort or twisted distri-
butions of large deviation theory [45, 46, 52], but adapted
to our setting of structured processes.
Definition 2. A process P’s twisted -machine is the
parametrized family of -machines Mβ =
{S, {S(x)β : x ∈
A}, 〈η̂0|
}
, where the components are the same as P’s
-machine M(P), except that there is an inverse tem-
perature parameter β and a new, parametrized transition
dynamic:
(
S
(x)
β
)
ij
=
(
T
(x)
β
)
ij
(r̂β)j
λ̂β(r̂β)i
. (A3)
P’s -machine transition matrices T (x)ij = Pr(σj , x|σi)
are transformed to:(
T
(x)
β
)
ij
= eβ ln Pr(σj ,x|σi)
=
(
Pr(σj , x|σi)
)β
.
We calculate its eigenvectors and eigenvalue as follows.
Form Mβ’s internal causal-state transition matrix:
Tβ =
∑
x∈A
T
(x)
β .
Then l̂β (r̂β) is the left (right) eigenvector of Tβ, asso-
ciated with λ̂β:
l̂βTβ = λ̂β l̂β
Tβ r̂β = λ̂β r̂β ,
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where λ̂β is Tβ’s maximum eigenvalue. We chose the
eigenvectors such that:
l̂β · r̂β = 1 . (A4)
The new initial state probability distribution 〈η̂0| is the
normalized left eigenvector of
∑
{x} S
(x)
β .
Let Pr(w) denote the probability that the original
-machine M generates the length-` sequence w. Then
the probability of the same sequence being generated by
Mβ is [43, 44]:
Qβ(w) = (Pr(w))
β
Z(β) . (A5)
It can be shown [43, 44] that generating the twisted dis-
tribution Qβ(·) is equivalent to generating a new process
whose typical set is the fluctuation subset at U = U(β)
in the original process, where:
U(β) =
1
β
(hµ(Mβ)− log λ̂β) . (A6)
This relates the energy and entropy densities, since the
latter monitors the set’s growth rate; that is, S(U) =
hµ(Mβ). Thus, by varying β we choose which fluctuation
subset U(β) to focus in on. Critically, though, we have
a new -machine Mβ for which that subset is typical and
so generated with high probability.
The fluctuation subset parameter β is S(U)’s slope,
illustrating that S(U) is well behaved. Proof of convexity
is found in the references cited above.
Theorem 1. β = dS/dU .
Proof.
dλ̂β
dβ
=
∑
i,j
(̂lβ)j
d(Tβ)ij
dβ
(r̂β)j
=
1
β
∑
i,j
(̂lβ)j(Tβ)ij(r̂β)j log(Tβ)ij . (A7)
From Eqs. (A3) and (A4) one sees that:
(̂lβ)j(Tβ)ij(r̂β)j = λ̂β(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij ,
which defines Pβ. Using this in Eq. (A7) gives:
1
λ̂β
dλ̂β
dβ
=
1
β
∑
i,j
(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij log(Tβ)ij
=
1
β
∑
i,j
(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij
[
log(Sβ)ij + log λ̂β
+ log(r̂β)i − (r̂β)j ]
= −S(U(β))
β
+
log λ̂β
β
+
1
β
∑
i,j
(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij [log(r̂β)i − (r̂β)j ] . (A8)
To obtain the first term above, the definition of entropy
is used and for the second term one makes use of:∑
i,j
(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij =
∑
j
(Pβ)j
=
∑
j
(r̂β)j (̂lβ)j
= lβ · rβ
= 1 .
Now, using:∑
i
(Pβ)i(Sβ)ij = (Pβ)j = (r̂β)j (̂lβ)j ,
the third and the fourth terms in Eq. (A8) simply cancel,
and one arrives at:
d
dβ
(log λ̂β) = −U(β) . (A9)
Then one may take S(·) as a function of β. Multiplying
both sides of Eq. (A6) by β and differentiating both sides
with respect to β, one obtains:
U + β
dU
dβ
=
dS
dβ
− d
dβ
(log λ̂β),
Using Eq. (A9), one finds:
β =
dS/dβ
dU/dβ
=
dS
dU
. (A10)
Thus, β indeed plays the same role here as the inverse
temperature in statistical physics. One consequence of
Eq. (A10) is that S(·) is a well behaved function. From
Def. 2 the typical set is found at β = 1. And, this means
that at the typical set we have dS/dU = 1.
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Appendix B: Biased Coin Fluctuation Spectrum
First, recall Eq. (A6):
S(U(β)) = βU(β) + log λβ .
Calculating the maximal eigenvalue λ̂β , we find:
log λβ = log2(b
β + (1− b)β) .
Second, for the entropy density recall that:
S(U(β)) = hµ(Mβ) .
Substituting Mβ bias b̂ = b
β/(bβ + (1− b)β into Eq. (5),
we find:
S(U(β)) = −
(
bβ
bβ + (1− b)β log2
bβ
bβ + (1− b)β
+
(1− b)β
bβ + (1− b)β log2
(1− b)β
bβ + (1− b)β
)
.
(B1)
It is straightforward, now, to calculate U from these:
U(β) =
−bβ
bβ + (1− b)β log2(b)
+
−(1− b)β
bβ + (1− b)β log2(1− b) . (B2)
Plotting Eq. (B1) against Eq. (B2) gives the biased coin
fluctuation spectrum shown in Fig. 2.
Appendix C: Typical Set for a Biased Coin
What is A
(`)
 for a biased coin with bias b? The typical
set is defined by;
A(`) = {w ∈ A` : 2−`(hµ+) ≤ Pr(w) ≤ 2−`(hµ−)} .
The probability of a biased coin generating a particular
sequence w with k heads is bk(1− b)(`−k). And so, for w
to be in the typical set we must have:
`b− `
log b1−b
≤ k ≤ `b+ `
log b1−b
.
Since k is an integer:⌈
`b− `
log b1−b
⌉
≤ k ≤
⌊
`b+
`
log b1−b
⌋
.
For example, in the case where ` = 1000, b = 0.6, and
 = 0.01, we have:
582 ≤ k ≤ 617 .
This means that those length ` = 1000 sequences with
582 to 617 Heads are in the typical set.
Appendix D: Maximum Work is Independent of
Input Process
The maximum work Ŵ done by the information
ratchet over all fluctuation subsets (parametrized by β,
say) is independent of the given IID binary input process.
Direct calculation gives:
Ŵ = max
β
〈W 〉
=
{
Ŵ− ≡ kBT
(− q log(p/q)− q log(1− q)) c < 0
Ŵ+ ≡ kBT
(
p log(p/q)− p log(1− p)) c ≥ 0 .
where c = (p+ q) log(q/p) + p log(1− p)− q log(1− q).
Appendix E: Work is Linear in Energy Density
Recall the energy density U parametrizes the fluctua-
tion subsets. Here, we show that the work 〈W 〉 is linear
across the U -fluctuation classes:
〈W 〉(U) = kBT
2
(cU + U0) ,
where:
U0 =
1
2Ŵ
− + c× log(1− b)
log(1− b)− log b .
To see this, we first calculate the work W (β) from Eq.
(3):
W (β) =
kBT
2
(
−q log(q/p) + q log(1− q) + cb
β
bβ + (1− b)β
)
.
Now, for W in terms of U we find:
W (U) =
kBT
2
(
−q log
(
q
p
)
+ q log(1− q))
+c
U + log(1− b)
log(1− b)− log(b)
)
,
which is the linear form claimed.
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